LETTER TO THE EDITOR

Reply to the Letter to the Editor: ‘’A peripheral comment’’

Resposta à Carta ao Editor «Um comentário periférico»

To the editor:

We have read with great interest the comments by Dr. Henrique Mesquita Gabriel on our paper ‘’Percutaneous closure of iatrogenic femoral arteriovenous fistula using a covered coronary stent’’ recently published in the Portuguese Journal of Cardiology.1 We would like to make some comments:

1. It is well known that vascular access (VA) complications are common and remain an important cause of adverse events following interventional procedures.2,3 It is therefore key to identify them as soon as possible. Also, operators should be trained to resolve them in the fastest and most effective way.

2. In the case we presented the maximum diameter of the superficial femoral artery was 4.8 mm, therefore the 26 mm × 4.5 mm PK Papyrus covered coronary stent totally sealed the fistula after postdilatation with a 5.0 mm balloon.

3. We agree with Dr. Mesquita Gabriel1 that stents in peripheral vessels are subject to much more demanding mechanical conditions, however we did not expect there to be problems in the superficial femoral artery at the level we implanted the stent in a 86-year-old woman.

4. Although the use of ultrasound-guided femoral punctures has demonstrated reductions in VA complications,5 especially in patients in whom femoral access can be challenging, the availability of this technique in many laboratories is still limited. For this reason, we usually perform a preoperative assessment of the VA site (vessel size, tortuosity, calcification, etc.) by computed tomography to minimize the risk of complications.

5. Open surgery is a very good therapeutic option in the event of vascular complications, but it is associated, among other things, with greater patient discomfort and prolonged hospitalization.6,7 A percutaneous technique with rapid and effective repair of the VA injury is desirable, especially in elderly high-risk patients.8 The case was discussed with our vascular surgical team.

6. Coronary stents are known to have several limitations when they are used in the peripheral vascular territory (related to size, mechanical deformation, integrity, etc.), however occasionally (especially with small femoral arteries) they can be useful to quickly resolve a serious VA complication. Note that we are indeed more familiar with coronary stent deployment technique, and that they can be delivered through a smaller size sheath (via the contralateral femoral artery). In addition, the availability of peripheral vascular stents in many cardiac laboratories is limited and a learning curve is needed. In the case presented the stent was delivered using a 6 F sheath.
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